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SIMalliance: Who we are 



Industry collaboration

OMAPI development: allowing applications to access secure elements within mobile devices

OFL: enable ‘images’ to be transferred in a consistent manner to reduce complexity and enhance 
interoperability across ecosystem parties. 

Development of eUICC Profile Package Technical and Test Specifications: enable MNOs to remotely load 

and manage subscriptions in eUICCs across deployed M2M and consumer devices in a standardised way.

Creation of an IoT WG to support GSMA’s efforts to define a security agent in an eSIM.

Smart Secure Platform (SSP) standardisation support:

• Open Firmware Loader (OFL) initiative aims to contribute to ETSI TC SCP’s ongoing activity to define a 

Smart Secure Platform (SSP) and enhance current SIM / SE functionalities. 

• SSP WG supports the SIM industry to build joint proposals for SSP.

Definition of a ‘Recommended 5G SIM card’:

• At the beginning of the 5G Phase 1 definition (Rel.15), SIMalliance shared some key ‘security 

recommendations’ on using the SIM in 5G networks.

• Addressing the many challenges, beyond network access, faced today by Mobile Network Operators 

(MNOs) as they migrate to 5G networks.



An increasingly connected world: The vital components 

75 billion connected devices by 2025* 

New digital services continue to ease our personal and 

professional lives

Connected objects are here to stay….

As more and more user data and critical information is  

shared by connected objects, security becomes vital to 

protect assets, IP, privacy, users, businesses and brands.   

These two fundamental aspects of the IoT ecosystem will 

be explored today: 

• Connectivity 

• Security 

*https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connected-devices-worldwide/



There are still some security challenges to address

• Privacy breaches 

• Hijacking 

• Losing car control / safety

• Liability mgt & asset traceability in 

case of issues

• In-car entertainment piracy 

Connected cars

• Threat to critical infrastructure

• Energy theft / tampering 

• Privacy breaches 

• Unauthorised network access 

Smart meters

• Privacy breaches 

• Data tampering 

• Lost and stolen devices 

Mobile devices & 

wearables



How does the eSIM

and the eSE
address these challenges?  



eSIM & eSE: The key to connect & secure objects



eSIM ramp-up is driven by consumer & automotive…

eSIM technology is already in use across the world 

in many M2M and consumer deployments:  

SIMalliance’s estimated total for the SIM 

market in 2018 includes 114 million eSIM

shipments



eSIM: Power of three

Flexible control1

Authenticated connectivity2

Dynamic security3



Insecure objects: An easy target….

There are two main ways to attack devices….

• Physical or proximity (e.g. BLE) attack on ONE device by an individual (device owner or hacker) 

• Aim: extract credentials to produce clones and attack infrastructures 

• Remote attacks from the cloud to MANY devices by hackers, criminal organisations, etc 

• Aim: steal and change data of one organisation resulting in financial loss or personal injury. Or 
perform silent DDoS attacks to several targets



Secure by design

✓ Many connected devices have no inbuilt security. 

✓ Many device manufacturers have no security expertise. 

✓ Ends users are not educated well enough on risks / precautions (e.g. change default 

password, certificates). 

✓ Too many devices are very easy to attack – end users, service providers and device 

manufacturers are vulnerable. 

✓ Inbuilt security components offer protection. Security MUST be considered at design stage. 

✓ Penetration testing is key before go-to-market.  



Security in IoT: The regulation is helping

Many organisations are addressing the IoT security challenge; many are dramatically 

increasing the recommended level of security, which is encouraging the use of secure 

hardware:

Industry initiatives Standards Regional / regulatory frameworks 

See TS 103.645

See CLP.13



GSMA IoT Security Guidelines & Assessment

Security

Principles

IoT Security 

Guidelines

Detailed Control Statements

Security by design

Privacy by design

End to end

Across the lifetime

Evaluate technical model

Review security model

Assign security tasks

Review component risk

Implementation

Ongoing lifecycle

IoT Security

Guidelines 

for Service 

Ecosystems 

IoT Security Assessment

Referenced by:

Source: GSMA

www.gsma.com/iot
security/

IoT Security

Guidelines 

for Endpoint 

Ecosystems 

IoT Security

Guidelines 

for Network 

Operators 

GSMA press release – 27 June 2018 

https://www.gsma.com/iot/iot-security/


Key recommendation for IoT device endpoints
(GSMA CLP.13) 

6.2 Utilize Trust 
Anchor

6.3 Use Tamper 
Resistant Trust 

Anchor

6.4 Utilise an API 
for the TCB

6.5 Defining an 
Organizational 
Root of Trust

6.6 Personalize 
Each Endpoint 
Device Prior to 

Fulfilment

6.7 Minimum 
Viable execution 

Platform 

6.8 Uniquely 
Provision Each 

Endpoint

6.1 Implement 
Endpoint Trusted 
Computing Base

6.10 Use a Proven 
Random Number 

Generator

6.11 Sign 
Application Images

6.12 Remote 
Endpoint 

Administration

6.13 Logging and 
Diagnostics

6.14 Enforce 
Memory 

Protection

6.15 Secure 
Bootloaders

6.16 Lock Critical 
Sections of 

Memory

6.9 Endpoint 
Password 

Management

6.19 Endpoint 
Communications 

Security

6.20 
Authenticating an 
Endpoint Identity

7.1 Use Internal 
Memory for 

Secrets

7.2 Anomaly 
Detection

7.3 Tamper 
Resistant Product 

Casing

7.4 Enforce 
Confidentiality and 
Integrity to/from 
the Trust Anchor

7.5 Over the Air 
Application 

Updates

6.18 Perfect 
Forward Secrecy

7.8 Unique 
Endpoint Identities

7.9 Run 
Applications with 

Appropriate 
Privilege Levels

7.10 Enforce a 
Separation of 
Duties in the 
Application 

Architecture

7.11 Enforce 
Language Security

7.12 Implement 
Persistent Pen-

testing

8.1 Enforce 
Operating System 

Level Security 
Enhancements

8.2 Disable 
Debugging and 

Testing 
Technologies

7.6 Mutual 
Authentication

As with the guidelines defined in ETSI 

103.645. For example protection of 

personal data, ensuring software 

integrity, securely store credentials…  



eSIM/eSE: A key enabler for device security 

eSIM Well adopted to enable 
authenticated and flexible 
connectivity to cellular 
networks, BUT not only 
this… 

A tiny safe box and secure 
computer (eSIM is also a 
Secure Element (eSE) 
delivering advanced 
security and crypto services 
to prevent from attacks

Secure CPU

Permanent memory

(Programs, keys, 

data)
RAM

I/O

Mgr

Crypto 

processor

eSIM/eSE: Secure Tiny Computer

YOUR DEVICEEnvironment 
(Actuators & 

Sensors)

Perform secure 
actions

Your CLOUD
(Deploy and 

manage svc)

Trusted communication 
channel btwn cloud and car

Secure apps & keys downloaded 
onto the eSIM

eSIM
/eSE



ETSI SSP: An overview 

The objective of Smart Secure Platform (SSP) is to 

define a new generation of SE that improves upon 

current SIM and eSE characteristics and functionalities.

Different classes of SSP are defined:

Removeable Embedded  Integrated in SoC

• SIMalliance has published its ‘IDS to OFL Agent 

Interfaces Version 1.0.3’ Specification, which defines 

a management interface for loading firmware onto 

Tamper Resistant Elements, including SEs such as 

embedded and integrated SIMs. 

• SIMalliance also published an ecosystem framework 

document which describes the functions and actors 

involved when loading firmware to an SE

• This work aims to contribute to ETSI TC SCP’s 

ongoing activity to define a SSP and enhance 

current SIM / SE functionalities. 

ETSI published the SSP Requirements in TS 103 465 

R15. It’s Technical Specification is planned for Q4 2019.



The importance of certification and penetration test 

• SIMalliance members deploy IoT security solutions, certified by EMVCo, 
Common Criteria (CC) and other vertical market Certification Authorities (CAs)

• Could be extended to include new schemes by other authoritative bodies. 

eSIM eSIM eSEeSE

eMeter Connected car Driving license
/ eID

Connectivity manager 
(SM):
GSMA SAS Data Center

E2E data management:
Custom / CSPN

CC, CSPN, GP, 
GSMA

e.g. CCC,  
EMVCo

Payment:
EMVCo, PCI DSS

Keyless entry:
e.g. Connected 
Car Consortium

CC

e.g. ICAO, 
EIDAS, PIV, ISO



Conclusion 

eSIM offers flexible connectivity; meets the evolving needs of many verticals for cellular 
connectivity with post-issuance personalisation and remote management (easing supply 
chains). 

Increasingly, global authorities and industry bodies are working towards defined IoT 
security guidelines / mandates. 

Device manufacturers must adopt a ‘secure by design’ mindset; security considered from 
the outset and penetration testing for all devices before launch. 

eSIM and eSE components are available immediately, with an established infrastructure, to 
secure devices and services. The eSIM and eSE are based on the most widely distributed 
secure application delivery platform in the world (UICC/SIM/USIM).



Thank you
www.simalliance.org

@SIMalliance

https://uk.linkedin.com/company/simalliance

http://www.simalliance.org/

